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7OM GUIDED RITUAL

STAR OF TARPUQ

This ritual relates to the notion of New Beginnings,

to stepping into a new way of Being,

to declaring out loud to the Universe:

“I am Ready!

I am ready to begin anew.

I am ready to take a step towards embracing a New Beginning

and watching the Beauty unfold.”

Interestingly though, despite our excitement to step into something new,

historically many of us find that our dreams of new beginnings often fizzle before coming to full fruition.

Why? Because Energ y is Energ y,

and while we may feel like we are ready to step into

a new relationship, or job, or living situation,

if we haven’t cleared out the old toxic feelings,

memories or connections to experiences or people from the past,

we often unwittingly take them into our future with us.

And they will sabotage our greatest dreams and desires.

Fear not.

For when we allow them to rise to the surface,

and we consciously clear them.

they sabotage no longer.
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7OM GUIDED RITUAL

STAR OF TARPUQ

The ritual below,

inspired by many traditions who understand the cleansing nature of water,

is a beautiful opportunity to step forward into the next moment of your life,

cleansed of anything or anyone that may have previously held you back.

Remembering, as ever,

that Intention and an Open Heart is everything and you cannot do this wrong.

Remembering also that nothing you ever did or did not do, is ever wrong,

and that to choose a clean slate, consciously with compassion,

is the greatest gift we can give ourselves and everyone else in our lives.
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RITUAL FOR NEW BEGINNINGS

Set Sacred Space in whatever way is meaning ful to you,

whether you say a specific Blessing, 

invite in Angelic & Celestial Support, 

or just ground your feet on the floor and declare Sacred Space, 

know that your instinct is perfect.

LIGHT A CANDLE

NOW START RUNNING A BATH FOR YOURSELF

Make it as Sacred as you can.
Candles, Incense. Music.

The whole nine yards.

ADD A HEALTHY AMOUNT OF PINK SALT TO THE BATH

and know that this Salt will be cleansing you
on a physical

and emotional
and a spiritual level,

supporting you in the release of any old stagnant energ y
or connections that no longer serve you.

 IF YOU HAVE ESSENTIAL OILS

the oils of:
Frankincense, Myrrh, Patchouli + Rose

are perfect to add to the bath.

 If you have any rose quartz crystals,
adding them to the bath water

or placing them on your heart chakra,
in the middle of your chest, will also be very supportive.
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NOW ENTER THE BATH SLOWLY, WITH REVERENCE

Make a blessing over the water that it may cleanse you
and heal you and nourish you from the inside out.

This is a ceremonial bath and treating it with reverence
is an integral part of what makes the magic.

ALLOWING YOURSELF TO SUBMERGE BELOW THE WATER

and really feel the way the Sacred waters,
that have been blessed with your intention,

are here to support you and cleanse you.

NOW WITH AS MUCH OF YOUR BODY SUBMERGED UNDER THE WATER

ask that any energetic hooks or cords
that have connected you to old relationships,

old situations,
old ways of Being in the world,

that no longer serve you,
be released now for the highest good of all.

IF THERE HAVE BEEN PEOPLE IN YOUR LIFE

say ex-lovers or suchlike,
who connected physically with you,

see them in your mind’s eye,
thank them for the connection you had with them

and inform them that you are now cutting any energetic chords to them.

It doesn’t mean that you don’t like them anymore or that you can’t see them again,
it just means that the connection that was once an intimate connection has shifted,

and as such you don’t need their energ y lingering in your field in that way.
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TAKE YOUR TIME

as you literally see any energetic hooks being released from your Being.

Feel the Lightness and the Spaciousness grow inside you.

And if you feel any resistance,
see an ornate pair of scissors in your mind’s eye,

and consciously cut any lingering cords.

You won’t cut the wrong ones. Have no fear!

KNOW THAT IT DOESN’T HAVE TO JUST BE SPECIFIC PEOPLE

with whom you are cutting cords.
It can also be ideas,

ways of experiencing the world,
anything that has been holding you back

from truly delighting in the expression of your beautiful Soul in this body.

IF IT FEELS ALIGNED, ALLOW YOUR HEAD UNDER THE WATER

and allow your energetic support team to gently caress your hair.
Feel the freedom of being totally submerged in the water

and really feel into the way that your hair is being softly and gently caressed in this moment.

INVITE IN A BEAUTIFUL EFFERVESCENT ROSE GOLDEN LIGHT

to shine throughout your Being
and recalibrate and bless the space that has been cleared and cleansed.

Literally see or feel this light entering your Being and take a few deep breaths.

This is super important.
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BLESS YOURSELF

Bless those you have cut cords to and wish them well.

And be aware that over the next few days or weeks,
some of the people you cut cords with, may reach out to you in some way.

Even people you haven’t been in contact with in years.
And when this happens, you can chuckle to yourself

that you did a really great job of cord cutting and that they felt it.

Know that you are released and clear.

FINALLY, THANK YOUR SUPPORT TEAM

And then luxuriate in the bath.

In your minds eye
 allow an image or something that symbolizes something that you would love to invite into your realm

to make itself known to you.
Feel free to watch it unfold like a little video in your mind’s eye.

Our visions and our visualizations are incredibly powerful.

ONCE YOU ARE OUT THE BATH

if you feel called, get out your notebook and write the words:

7-OM Ritual 2: The Ritual of New Beginnings

and spend a few moments writing in your notebook about the experience,
along with anything specific that came forward for you to share with yourself.
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STARLIGHT STARBRIGHT

In the Andean tradition,
the Star in the Pleiades Constellation

that relates to New Beginnings is referred to as:

Q’Oto means star

Tarpuq Q’oto assists in igniting the Spark within
to help created newness

and ignites the golden flame inside
that gives us the energ y and the power to step into our lives.

If it resonates,
you can say her name out loud and ask her to support you in this ritual. 

She will be only too happy to support you.

Tarpuq Q’Oto
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OMER SPOTLIGHT

In the Kaballistic Tradition,
the focus of the second Week of the Omer which corresponds with the Star of Tarpuq is

Gevurah: Strength.

The words that are often associated with Gevurah are Discipline,
Rigor

and Intention.

It’s pretty magical the way these notions line up with each other and connect with the theme of this week.

For when it comes to the realms of New Beginnings,
what could be more appropriate?

Knowing that when you take the conscious step to invite in Newness,
Courage is your best friend.

Sometimes New Beginnings can be effortless and easy,
but for many of us,

they can also come with the release of what’s old,
and what no longer Serves us,

and that takes deep courage and grace.
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Know in your heart,
that when you commit to yourself and your Authentic Journey,

you truly are not doing it alone.

There is support available to you,
and all you have to do is ask.

So ask. Right now. In this very moment.

If the notions of New Beginnings scares you,
Ask that you be supported deeply and gracefully.

And ask that you receive clear guidance
in ways that you will recognize about any next steps to take.

When we ask the questions, the answers come through.
And know in your heart that when our asking is coupled with Discipline, Intention + Grace,

Miracles occur, Serendipities occur,
and we show up in the world Authentically as the Souls we truly came here to Be.

Blessings on your Journey.
And all the strength and courage and divine sparks of newness to you.

You are Complete.

Love,

“To unpathed waters and undreamed shores.“

– William Shakespeare –


